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Children’s Hospital Colorado North 

Category 6: Best Building Project – Specialty Contractor ($6M - $10M) 

ICI, LLC 

 

With the population in the Denver metro area and all throughout Colorado booming, the 

expansion of the Children’s Hospital system to meet current and future healthcare needs of 

Colorado and the region’s youth has been a top priority.  Children’s Hospital has been serving 

the children of Colorado and surrounding areas at their main campus since 2008 but has been 

operating at full capacity shortly after the main campus was completed. The Children’s Hospital 

Colorado North Campus was constructed to eliminate the patient overload. The expansion 

includes an additional 210,000 square feet of space and a renovation of 30,000 square feet to the 

existing Children’s Community Clinic. The new construction includes an emergency and urgent 

care wing and a five-story section with specialty clinics, behavioral health, center for cancer and 

blood disorders and infusion.  Two additional wings provide space that includes imaging, 

pharmacy, respiratory therapy, sterile processing, and lab. 

 

Working with an award-winning organization such as Children’s Hospital requires nothing less 

than perfection. This caliber of project requires a unique delivery approach. The contract was an 

ILPD (Integrated Lean Project Delivery) with a multi-party agreement that includes Children’s 

Hospital Colorado, GH Phipps Construction Companies, TreanorHL, U.S. Engineering, The 

RMH Group, KL&A, ISEC, Inc., Sturgeon Electric, ICI, Design Studio Blue, and Olson 

Plumbing and Heating. As explained by Lean IPD, this is a delivery model for complex 

construction projects focused on forming a single team of designers, builders, and owners 

through aligned incentives, culture, and contract structure. This project would not have been 

possible without the teamwork of the trade partners and the coordination between designers and 

field personnel.  The daily coordination between the trade partners to ensure everyone was 

efficient and areas were ready for the trade behind them, was the outstanding benefit to this 

being an ILPD project. Chris Loomis, ICI Operations Manager, states that, “The integrated 

project delivery system that Children’s Hospital implemented is a fun, unique and productive 

process that allows for out of the box solutions to come forward quickly to solve construction 

issues. It is a great process that we were able to partake in.” 

https://www.treanorhl.com/
https://www.usengineering.com/
http://www.rmhgroup.com/
http://www.rmhgroup.com/
https://www.klaa.com/
https://www.isecinc.com/
http://sturgeonelectric.com/
https://icicolorado.com/
https://www.designstudio-blue.com/
https://olsonph.com/
https://olsonph.com/
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A challenging component of this project was that the construction schedule of 12 months was 

very quick for a $100 million contract hospital. Lots of coordinating and communication was 

implemented each day to every individual trade to make sure the jobs were done in the right 

order to meet the expected schedule. Jesus Castruita, ICI Interior Superintendent says, “Hospital 

construction requires a huge amount of duct work and our crew had to make sure we were 

finished with all of our work that was above the ducts before they were installed so we weren’t 

trying to go over or around them. The teamwork and communication between all teams involved 

was fun to be a part of and our timeline, although challenging, did not end up being an issue. We 

were all very productive and successful because of it.”  

 

ICI’s scope in this project included framing, drywall, ACT, spray foam, sheathing, air barrier, 

rigid insulation, and acoustical ceilings, in addition to Glass Fiber Reinforced Gypsum (GFRG), 

which requires minimal structural support when installing these panels making the installation 

process simpler and more cost effective. When ICI was also awarded the renovation part of this 

project, we were happy to utilize our newly formed paint division. Tonyia Kidder, our Paint 

Superintendent, and her crew were excited to be on their first Children’s Hospital 

Project.  Children’s Hospitals are painted with very vibrant uplifting colors.  Multiple colors that 

highlight architectural features of a building adds a layer of complexity when painting.  The 

attention to detail is key with multiple color transitions especially in a well-lit hospital 

environment.  ICI used Sherwin Williams Premium Paint for the remolded part of the building. 

Children’s has high expectations for their paint finishes and expects perfection. This normally 

results in long punch lists as the project reaches completion.  Our talented paint team was very 

excited to only have two punch list items, which were completed the same day they were issued.  

 

ICI also utilized having Mike Roloff, ICI QAQC Superintendent, on site a couple days each 

week to ensure schedule management. Mike was a huge asset when it came to the radius walls. 

Castruita commented that, “Mike had everything laid out for anything pertaining to our radius 

and soffits. This was not only a huge time saver, but we all felt very confident with the fact that 

he had done so much work ahead of the actual installation.” An uncontrollable challenge came 

into play due to the time of year and being in Colorado. The team had to battle the weather when 
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laying out the material before install. Snow, which then turned to mud and excess water, made 

this a much more difficult process than what was planned for. Using teamwork and patience, the 

team stayed on schedule and made it through the elements. 

 

On December 23, 2019, ICI had to overcome an unexpected tragedy. Our beloved 

superintendent, Jaime Del Rio, suddenly passed away after suffering a stroke at the young age of 

40. He was a very well respected, hardworking leader that everyone not only enjoyed working 

with, but also worked hard for. The team knew they had move forward in honor of Jaime and did 

so commendably. When other team members were called in to take over, they knew they had big 

shoes to fill. Even with the entire team’s heavy hearts, this situation brought everyone closer 

together. Not only ICI’s team, but all the contractors came together to help each other through. 

This goes to show the person that Jaime was.  Scott Hammarlund said, “It was great the way all 

the partners rallied around and helped ICI when we lost Jaime.”   

 

As with most hospital projects, lead was used on the backing of the drywall material to provide 

protective barriers within each area that required it. Lead protocol requires the crew be lead 

trained.  Pre and post lead work blood draws are done to monitor any potential lead 

exposure.  The workers are respirator trained and fit-tested.  This also requires the workers to 

complete a medical questionnaire to be reviewed by a physician to make sure it is safe for them 

to wear a respirator.  A Job Hazard Analysis is completed for the lead work to make sure that the 

hazards have been identified and a plan to mitigate the hazards are in place. Lead work is 

extremely heavy, so it is also important to identify the material handling issues.  To protect 

workers from the hazards, it is critical to identify the proper tools required to minimize lead from 

becoming airborne (vacuum systems, manual cutting methods to prevent dust, etc.).  A 

containment area with required signage must be erected before work can start to ensure there is 

no contamination in adjacent areas. Workers are required to wear Tyvek suits to protect them 

from lead hazards.  Unused lead is returned to the vendor for proper disposal. 

 

Julie Maxwell-Vasquez, ICI Safety Director states that, “The ICI project team had a 

superintendent that provided great direction to the workers and was dedicated to the safety of 

everyone. Communication between ICI and other contractors was consistent throughout the 
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project to ensure safety was at the forefront of everyone’s daily plan.” Our team contributed over 

53,000 man hours in a total of 482 days on site with no lost-time injuries recorded. 

 

ICI is proud of our relationships with all the contractors involved in this project and we take 

pride in how our experience and expertise is appreciated. Cris Goldy, Senior Project Manager at 

GH Phipps, states, “ICI Colorado was brought onto the team for the Children’s Hospital 

Colorado North Campus Expansion in March of 2018 as an integral member of the Multi-Party 

Agreement (MPA).  ICI was able to bring their industry expertise and first-hand knowledge to 

the project making the team stronger with their inclusion.  Early on ICI rolled up their sleeves 

and worked with the other members of the team to review different design options related to the 

framing and drywall items that would be included in the project.  Having them on the team 

allowed real time feedback about not only costs, but also constructability items related to the 

different systems and details that were being contemplated. The entire team and project benefited 

from the knowledge that ICI brought to the project. Having seasoned individuals from 

superintendents, to project managers to preconstruction personnel bringing their insight to the 

project was a key factor in making the project a success.” 

 

ICI is honored to have been a part of the Children’s Hospital Colorado North Campus expansion 

and renovation. The positive impact that this project will bring to the community, and most 

importantly the children it serves, combined with the teamwork from everyone involved made 

this a memorable experience for the entire ICI team.  
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